
The Asian Heritage is a collection of 888 NFTs of a wide range of asian art forms, spanning many cultures and time periods of Asia. The collection 

includes archaic and modern jades, Neolithic pottery, imperial porcelains, Chinese snuff bottles, scholar’s objects, textiles, bronzes and more. 

Each art unlocks private club memberships, air drops, and Tech royalties.

The Heritage envisions to be a Culture-driven and Reputable NFT brand creating a united diverse community of Asian heritage which trace their The Heritage envisions to be a Culture-driven and Reputable NFT brand creating a united diverse community of Asian heritage which trace their 

ancestry back to more than 40 different countries, each with their own unique history and life experiences, that also focuses on helping people 

know and remember what the Heritage stands for and also to be directly or tangibly associated with events or living traditions, with ideas, or with 

beliefs, with artistic and literary works of outstanding universal significance.

We are dedicated and plan to continue with the branding of our project around the NFT space and being the first to celebrate The Heritage digitally We are dedicated and plan to continue with the branding of our project around the NFT space and being the first to celebrate The Heritage digitally 

and Launch the first INDEX COIN on its own Blockhain and furthermore establish our brand to benefit our holders long term.

This is a Movemment, WE ARE IN THIS TOGETHER.

ROAD-MAP

Phase 1.

Community, Building an active and engaging community on major social platforms.

Develoment of the art, a total of 888 NFTs of a wide range of asian art forms

Phase 2.Phase 2.

Launch, 

We’ll launch our collection of The Heritage NFTs, Listing on Opensea and ------- and start the process of becoming verified by listing them on major 

rarity sites.

Phase 3.

Campaigns, We will continue to promote The Asian Heritage and its culture through outreach campaigns on social platforms, bringing our society a 

rich cultural heritage representing many languages, ethnicities and religious traditions.

Phase 4.Phase 4.

Tech Royalties

Initiating the Tech Royalties, *We will be offering tech royalties by allowing holders to take part and cash in as the project grows

Phase 5.

Royalty Distribution

Royalties, will be distributed to help out small businesses, kids education and Health care.

Phase 6.

Launching INDEX COIN,Launching INDEX COIN, We will start the process of launching the first INDEX COIN on its own Blockchain. Holders of the Asian Heritage will 

receive 20,000 unit of the Index coin before its listing on major crypto exchange platforms.

This is a Movemment, WE ARE IN THIS TOGETHER.


